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List of Nomenclature
PVSYST: Solar Simulation program.
Ground area occupation ration: A(coll)/A(ground)
E Grid: the energy delivered to the grid [kWh],
GlobInc: Irradiation in the plane of array [kWh/m2]
Pnom: Array nominal power at STC (nameplate value) [kWp]
GlobHor: Horizontal global irradiation
T Amb: Ambient temperature
GlobIAM: Global on collectors, corrected for horizon, near shadings and IAM.
GlobEff: "Effective" global, corrected for IAM and shadings simultaneously.
EArray: Effective energy at the array output
EffArrR: Array Efficiency:
EffSysR: System efficiency

EArray / rough area
E User / rough area

Efficiency at STC: Efficiency at (1000 W/m2 @25°C)
Ohmic wiring loss: Losses in cables.
Inverter loss during operation: Inverter power losses.
BEVs: Battery electric vehicles
WWS power plant: Wind wave solar power plant.
FACTS: Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System.
DNV: The Norwegian energy consultancy firm.
IV-Curve: relation curve between voltage and current output from solar panel.
PV-Curve: relation curve between voltage and power output from solar panel.
Soft shade: partial shade.
Hard shade: fully shade.
The product (GlobInc * Pnom) is numerically equivalent to the Energy which would be
produced if the system was always running with its nominal efficiency as defined by the
nameplate nominal power [kWh].
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Latitude: The angular distance north or south of the earth's equator, measured in degrees alon
g a meridian, as on a map or globe.
Longitude: Angular distance on the earth’s surface, measured east or west from the
Prime Meridian at Greenwich, England, tothe meridian passing through a position, expressed
in degrees (or hours), minutes, and seconds.
Band width: explain the solar panels band width.
Pitch: the solar band base.
Shading limit angle: the visible part of the sky hemisphere is limited to the front by the
previous shed (affecting rather high incidence angles) and to the rear side by the plane itself.
Azimuth: The azimuth angle is the compass direction from which the sunlight is coming.
Tilt: The angle by which the rotational axis of the Earth differs from a right angle to the
orbital plane.
Shading factor: The relation between solar height and azimuth
Shading coefficient: is a value that determines one type of thermal performance of
a glass unit (panel or window) in a building.
Albedo is the fraction of solar energy (shortwave radiation) reflected from the Earth back into
space.
Fraction for electrical effect: Define the intensity of the real effect on the electrical production
of the partially shaded strings.
The performance ratio: is the ratio of the actual and theoretically possible energy outputs. It is
largely independent of the orientation of a PV plant and the incident solar irradiation on the
PV plant.
Global incident in coll. Plane: The Global incident is computed from the Horizontal Global
and Diffuse irradiances in hourly values. It depends on the solar geometry, therefore on the
geographical coordinates of course. It is the full irradiance as received ("viewed") by the tilted
plane.
We define the "Transposition factor" as the ratio GlobInc/GlobHor.
IAM factor in global: Incidence Angle Modifier / corresponds to the decrease of the
irradiance really reaching the PV cells’ surface, with respect to irradiance under normal
incidence, due to reflexions increasing with the incidence angle.
PV loss due to irradiance level: the evaluation of the "Losses" of a PV array, The loss due to
operating temperature (instead of 25°C STC)
PV loss due to temperature: The losses due temperature.
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Abstract
The supply of energy is a key factor in modern societies. As the old fossil sources for energy
are dwindling, conflicts arise between competing nations and regions. Fossil energy sources
also contribute to the pollution of the environment and emission of greenhouse gases.
With renewable energy sources many of these drawbacks with fossil fuels can be eliminated
as the energy will be readily available for all without cost or environmental impact.
Combining the renewable energy sources will be very effective, particularly in commercial
areas where lake of electricity is high. The cost of combining onshore wind and solar power
plant is affordable. Furthermore there is no power failure or load shedding situation at any
times. When it is manufactured in a large scale, cost of this integrated natural resources power
generation system is affordable. Moreover there is no power failure or load shedding situation
at any times. Therefore, it is the most reliable renewable power or electricity resources with
less spending and highly effective production. ref [1].
The thesis work would take planning of offshore renewable plant (Lillgrund) with considering
the resources of renewable power. The study would take in account combining the Lillgrund
wind farm with solar system and take close look into the advantage and disadvantage of
combining the renewable resources together and figure out if such station can work in proper
way and provide sufficient power production. The study would take in account the effect of
each resource on other resource, also calculations would be done.
The study site is Lillgrund in south of Sweden. The Lillgrund wind farm is the most important
offshore wind power plant installed in Sweden with a total capacity of 110 MW,
corresponding to 48 turbines. ref [2].
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Introduction
The supply of energy is a key factor in modern societies. As the old fossil sources for energy
are dwindling, conflicts arise between competing nations and regions. Fossil energy sources
also contribute to the pollution of the environment and emission of greenhouse gases.
With renewable energy sources many of these drawbacks with fossil fuels can be eliminated
as the energy will be readily available for all without cost or environmental impact.
The burning of fossil fuels is a large content responsible for the problems of climate change,
air pollution, and energy insecurity. A combination of wind, water, and solar power and other
renewable resources are the alternative to fossil fuels, renewable energy sources have almostzero emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants, no long term waste disposal
problems, and no risks of tragic accidents. Compared with nuclear energy, the wind, water,
and solar power, alone, would not only be advantageous but also practical to reach 100
percent of the world’s energy needs. The energy cost would be less than fossil fuels. ref [3].
EU adopted its own strategy to fight the climate change until the adoption of a plan for a
sustainable growth Europa 2020 in which it set ambitious objectives in terms of energy (the
so called 20-20-20).Moving towards a low carbon economy requires a public sector able to
identify and support the economic opportunities. In particular the local public sector can play
a strategic role as a manager of the region and last investigator of public policies which can
help the renewable energy sector to grow. Therefore in the field of sustainable energy, it is
essential to reinforce the capacities of the local public sector through the empowerment of its
workforce. ref [4]. To achieve these goals, alternative ideas need to worked on, adding more
power to the same renewable source will help approving the produced power and increasing
the efficiency and reduce the power cost, if wind plant integrated with solar plant or with
water wave plant that could increase the produced power and increasing the efficiency of the
renewable power plant by using the most developed material and most updated technology.
The most popular non-traditional energy resource is solar energy which converts solar energy
or solar radiation to electricity. Solar power generation system has some drawback, that it
cannot generate maximum power in cloudy or rainy days. Therefore, people using this solar
system have to remain without electricity (power) after battery gets discharged. ref [1].
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By combining solar and wind energy production facilities, continuous power can be achieved.
We have a continuous power supply at the minimum cost to all places at all times. Moreover,
we can avoid the accidental risk and causes to human and nature both. This method ensures a
highly practical oriented pollution free and accident free inventory for electric power
generation system. The electric power afforded by this system is completely pure and secured
form without any sort of environmental pollution. Also it does not produce any greenhouse
effect or acid rain or emit any kind of poisonous gases or radiation etc. ref [1].
With today problem of not finding enough area to establish power plant as the world
population is increasing year by year, it is important to make maximum use of land used for
energy production and think smart when designing a power plant. The power plant shall be
near the power demanded area to avoid the losses in power transmission and low cost of
power transit. The individual power plant produces small amount of energy and consume
large area of land or sea. Similar problem could be found with each renewable power source,
both solar and wind energy has a seasonal dependence, in winter the wind is higher than in the
summer. For the solar energy, the opposite relation exists. The solar radiation is higher in
summer months than during winter. Therefore, using the solar system has to remain without
electricity (power) after batteries are discharged. ref [1].
Solar and wind power are renewable energy sources which have been developed and used in a
large extent during the last years. In additional to these sources many sources to renewable
energy found and developed during recent years, and wave power was one of these power
sources. The idea came in combining the resources of renewable power to get the maximum
use of available area and reduce the season effect on production efficiency. Reducing the need
to utilization large area of land or sea will definitely reduce the cost of construct power farm
and reduce the environment effect when combining wind, solar in one farm.
Renewable energy sources being intermittent in nature make the system more dynamic when
integrated to conventional power system. ref [5].
A solution to the problems of climate change, air pollution, water pollution, and energy
insecurity requires a large scale conversion to clean, permanent, and reliable energy at low
cost and an increase in energy efficiency. Over the past decade, a number of studies have
proposed large scale renewable energy plans. ref [6] suggested that it could satisfy its Kyoto
Protocol requirement for reducing carbon dioxide emissions by replacing 60% of coal
7

generation with wind turbines. Also in 2001, ref [7] suggested that a totally renewable
electricity supply system, with intercontinental transmission lines linking dispersed wind sites
with hydropower backup, could supply Europe, North Africa, and East Asia at total costs per
kWh comparable with the costs of the current system. ref [8] suggested a portfolio of
solutions for stabilizing atmospheric CO2, including increasing the use of renewable energy
and nuclear energy, decarbonizing fossil fuels and sequestering carbon, and improving energy
efficiency. ref [9] suggested a similar portfolio, but expanded it to include reductions in
deforestation and conservation tillage and greater use of hydrogen in vehicles. More recently,
ref [10] analysed the technical, geographical, and economic feasibility for solar energy to
supply the energy needs and concluded (p.397) that ‘‘it is clearly feasible to replace the
present fossil fuel energy infrastructure with solar power and other renewables, and reduce
CO2 emissions to a level commensurate with the most aggressive climate change goals’’. ref
[11] evaluated several long- term energy systems according to environmental and other
criteria, and found WWS [All energy for all purposes from wind, water, and the sun] and
WWS systems to be superior to nuclear, fossil fuel, and bio fuel systems. Proposed to address
the hourly and seasonal variability of WWS power by interconnecting geographically disperse
renewable energy sources to smooth out loads, using hydroelectric power to fill in gaps in
supply. He also proposed using battery electric vehicles (BEVs) together with utility controls
of electricity dispatch to them through smart meters, and storing electricity in hydrogen or
solar thermal storage media. ref [12] subsequently presented a ‘‘blue print’’ for a cleanenergy economy to reduce CO2 equivalent. That study featured an economy wide CO2 cap
and trade program and policies to increase energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy
in industry, buildings, electricity, and transportation. ref [13] suggested that a completely
renewable electricity sector is practical. ref [14].
A large scale wind, water, and solar energy system can reliably supply all of the world’s
energy needs, with significant benefit to climate, air quality, water quality, ecological
systems, and energy security, at reasonable cost. The private cost of generating electricity
from onshore wind power is less than the private cost of conventional, fossil fuel generation,
and is likely to be even lower in the future. By 2030, the social cost of generating electricity
from any WWS power source, including solar photovoltaics, is likely to be less than the social
cost of conventional fossil fuel generation, even when the additional cost of a super grid. The
social cost of electric transportation, based on renewable power sources, is likely to be
comparable to or less than the social cost of transportation based on liquid fossil fuels.
8

A concerted international effort can lead to scale up and transformation of manufacturing
capabilities such that by around 2030, the world no longer will be building new fossil fuel or
nuclear electricity generation power plants or new transportation equipment using internal
combustion engines, but rather will be manufacturing new wind turbines and solar power
plants and new electric and fuel cell vehicles. Once this WWS power plant and electric
vehicle manufacturing and distribution infrastructure is in place, the remaining stock of fossil
fuel and nuclear power plants and internal combustion engine vehicles can be retired and
replaced with WWS power based systems gradually, so that by 2050, the world is powered by
WWS. To improve the efficiency and reliability of a WWS infrastructure, advance planning is
needed. Ideally, good wind, solar, wave, and geothermal sites would be identified in advance
and sites would be developed simultaneously with an updated interconnected transmission
system. Interconnecting geographically dispersed variable energy resources is important both
for smoothing out supplies and reducing transmission requirements and led to reduce costs.
ref [15].
Flexibility of power production is the ability of a power system to respond to changes in
power demand and generation. Integrating large shares of variable renewable energy sources,
in particular wind and solar, can lead to a strong increase of flexibility requirements for the
complementary system, their mix and the geographic system size. Compared to the variability
of load, flexibility requirements increase strongly in systems with combined wind and PV
(photovoltaics) contribution of more than 30% of total energy and a share of PV in the
renewables mix above 20-30%. In terms of extreme ramps, the flexibility requirements of a
geographically large, transnational power system are significantly lower than of smaller
regional systems, especially at high wind penetration. ref [16].
However offshore wind farms are remotely located and operate under challenging conditions,
much worse than the onshore wind farms. Early failure of their components has been
frequently observed in the past. This fact could inhibit their establishment as an attractive
alternative option for power generation. ref [17]. For that the integration of power plant will
be harder if comparison held with on shore plant, however the circumstances better for
onshore plant still good power production could get from offshore plant.
Due to the massive growth in the integration of renewable energy sources in electric power
systems across the globe, a great need was felt for up to date bibliographic information on the
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utilization of FACTS technology for the grid integration of wind power systems and
photovoltaic power systems. ref [18].
Today world start thinking of alternative for power production. Across Japan, 50 nuclear
power plants sit idle, shut down in the aftermath of the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster.
Nobody is certain when government inspectors will certify that the plants are safe enough to
be brought back online. Anti-nuclear activists point to this energy crisis as evidence that
Japan needs to rely more on renewables. One think tank has calculated that a national solar
power initiative could generate electricity equivalent to ten nuclear plants. But sceptics have
asked where, in their crowded mountainous country, they could construct all those solar
panels.
One solution was unveiled this past November, when Japan flipped the switch on its largest
solar power plant to date, built offshore on reclaimed land jutting into the cerulean waters of
Kagoshima Bay. The Kyocera Corporation’s Kagoshima Nanatsujima Mega Solar Power
Plant is as potent as it is picturesque, generating enough electricity to power roughly 22,000
homes.
Other densely populated countries, notably in Asia, are also beginning to look seaward. In
Singapore, the Norwegian energy consultancy firm DNV recently debuted a solar island
concept called SUNdy, which links 4,200 solar panels into a stadium-size hexagonal array
that floats on the ocean’s surface.
Meanwhile, the Shimizu Corporation has presented plans for the ultimate offshore power
plant: solar panels encircling the Moon’s equator that would transmit energy to Earth via
microwaves and lasers. The company claims this project could provide up to 13,000 terawatts
of electricity per year more than three times what the U.S. produces. And as an added bonus,
nobody would ever have to worry about cloudy days. ref [19].
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Figure 1: Japan offshore solar power plant. ref [20].

Figure 2: Japan offshore solar power plant. ref [21].

Also India and South Korea started new offshore solar power plant and will start production
later in 2015.
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The study site is Lillgrund in south of Sweden. The Lillgrund wind farm is the most important
offshore wind power plant installed in Sweden with a total capacity of 110 MW,
corresponding to 48 turbines. ref [2]

Figure 3: Lillgrund site. ref [2].

The Lillgrund offshore wind farm is situated 7 km south of the Öresund Bridge that connects
Copenhagen in Denmark and Malmö in Sweden. The Lillgrund offshore wind farm consists
of 48 wind turbines of type Siemens 2.3 MW Mk II. ref [2].
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Figure 4: Layout of the 33kV internal grid. ref [2].

Figure 5: Electrical system of one 2.3 MW turbine. ref [2].

The thesis work should take planning of offshore renewable plant (Lillgrund) with
considering the resources of renewable power. The study should take in account the
advantage and disadvantage of combining the renewable resources together and find out if
such station can work in proper way and provide sufficient power production. The study
should take in account the effect of each resource on other resources. Also calculations should
be done.
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Theory of integration wind farm with solar plant in Lillgrund:
Japan offshore solar farm of 13,000 terawatt of electricity (Kyocera Tcl solar) inspired the
idea of integration Lillgrund wind farm with solar plant. And the next features explain the
advantage of (Kyocera Tcl solar).
1. Floating solar power generating systems typically generate more electricity than
ground-mount and rooftop systems due to the cooling effect of the water.
2. They reduce reservoir water evaporation and algae growth by shading the water.
3. Floating platforms are 100% recyclable, utilizing high-density polyethylene, which
can withstand ultraviolet rays and resists corrosion.
4. The floating platforms are designed and engineered to withstand extreme physical
stress, including typhoon conditions. ref [21].
Lillgrund has infrastructure and connection ready to be used when the wind turbine
productions are less in summer time and solar radiation is high.
Below the production figure of Lillgrund wind farm in 2013, and the output from Jun and July
at the same year were changed with the same month’s production from 2012 as the production
in 2013 was zero in July and almost zero in Jun. ref [22].
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Wind Production KW 31567 18811 33771 25136 23891 24274 13193 17957 19595 30014 32370 42239
Figure 6: Lillgrund wind production in 2013. ref [22].

Lillgrund farm could be used to produce power from other sources (Solar and Wave) to
improve the production and reduce the influence of power production from wind farm. From
the figure above the production drop in summer time when the solar radiation high as shown
in the figure below.
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Figure 7: Annual solar radiation in Lund, Sweden. ref [23].

Also the area below and between the turbines cannot be used for other purpose, for that solar
panel can be installed and produce electricity in summer time. The design where the solar
panel would be installed showed in highlighted area at figure 8.

Figure 8: Highlighted area show the location of new solar panels location. ref [24].
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The empty area left for vessels anchoring and manoeuvring during maintenance time. The
highlighted area approximately2,578,800 m2 , with zero tilt the solar capacity 443 Gw while
with 30֯ tilt the solar capacity 310 Gw.
The theoretical production from solar farm would be 310 Gwh/year, and below figure 9
shows the annual solar production for the solar farm.
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Figure 9: Annual solar productions (Theoretical).

Figure 10 shows the combined solar and wind production, the production from solar can be
used in day time and shut down the wind farm. The shut down time can be used for wind
turbines maintenance at summer time.
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Figure 10: the combined production from both solar and wind farm at Lillgrund.
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However the Lillgrund located in salt sea and for that special requirement shall be take into
account:
•
•
•
•

Frameless panels with special offshore coating material.
High-density polyethylene structure with fixed angel to fit the solar panels.
Solid base between turbines stand over concrete pillar (foundation specialist to design
such foundation and base).
Solar inverter to be installed next to wind turbine base in order to connect the cables to
the main cables of the wind turbines.

The suggested types of foundation are:




Floating base made of polyethylene.
Concrete base with fixed foundation.
Floating base with damper on edges to slow down the foundation vibration.

All materials shall comply with environment condition and requirements.

Shade effects:
Shade effects on solar array:
Soft shade flow on a nominate solar cell is relatively unsophisticated as the current drops
proportionally to the reduced irradiance. In any case of the irradiance amount, as long as there
is enough light (~50W/m2) the same voltage reading would be the same. The temperature and
the electron band gap control the voltage of the PV cell.
Furthermore, hard light is a little complicated to demonstrate. So long as the illuminated
material between the two cell electrodes has a solid sector or channel, flowing of several
electric current will be noticed. The current comparative to the exterior area of the cell that
was well-lighted and the form of the shade does not affect the current.
Nevertheless, if wide and small areas formed, the current would reduce, making spaces of
very high temperature, creating what known as (hot spots). The hot spots in infrequent cases
caused damage and little fire in the unit, as the current could be gathered in very small area of
the solar cell. ref. [25].
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Figure 11: PV cell with different types of shades. ref [25].

If the cell fully shaded and not fully illuminated course between electrodes then no current
will move out of the cell, and the voltage will breakdown. This cause opening the electrical
circuit, as no current or voltage being delivered and power is off. Most of the solar cells have
imprinted wires made of silver which carry charge through the silicon, it similar to highway
allows more people to travel through heavily crowded. The result is, power will be produced
when the silvered cells have any light exposed.
There is another type of solar cells where no silver was used, the solar cells made in special
way to allow more light to be collected. This type of solar cells is more harvesting capability
for light, and produced power even in cloudy days which suitable for Scandinavian countries.
To increase the output voltage, many solar cells connected in series. Soft shade, shaped on a
module cause less current flow, but the same voltage would be generated. However hard
shade on part of the solar panel will drop the voltage generation, causing open the circuit.
Modern solar panels produced with bypass diodes. The diodes bypassed the shaded cells,
letting the current flow from other module in the string. The module strings are connected in
series, all the components current should be the same. Without the bypass diodes, the shade
on any cell in the string result stopping power production at the whole string. To avoid such
losses, three diodes installed in along the solar cells. The diodes allow the current to pass
through them when the solar cells opened and shaded. The real loss from shaded group of
cells is what the diodes are providing. The diodes have very small voltage drop, and very
small losses caused by the diodes.
The good method to imagine the effect of shade effect on module is by study the effect on the
IV curve, or the module output representing by mathematical curve. ref. [25].
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Figure 12: Different types of shade effect on the modules IV curve. ref [25].

The solar engineers use the IV curve to transfer the output and input operation range
information. It is a diagram of the produce voltage applied to the module as a task to the
produce current delivered from the module (based on the resistive load applied). The shape of
the curve is significant when multiplied with voltage. The IV curve became the PV curve,
displaying the output power as a function of the voltage of the module. ref [25].

Figure 13: Different types of shade effect on the modules PV curve. ref [25].

The maximum power point is a point on PV curve which is higher than any other point, at a
particular voltage. The maximum power point is significant because the solar inverter is
designed to look after this point as best it can, to deliver the best power efficiency to the grid.
However, the above figure shows, the maximum power point shift around because the shade
effects.
The result, the shade effect the maximum power point to be shifted and the inverter cannot
deliver the most favourable power, the power tacking point begin shifting around to find new
maximum power point. The inverter behaviour has big effect in minimize the plant output
power for some time. ref. [25].
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Shadow effect on string:
The shadow effects not equally defuse over each module in the system, uneven output
between modules in the string and strings in the system are caused. Two different effects
happen from two different types of shade applied.
Current mismatch happened when soft shade applied not equally on some modules and
equally on other modules, causing variation in each module current output. The shade on
series connected string causing reducing the output current as the electricity law, the string
output settles on the lowest current produce module, which reducing the produced power from
whole string to the most heavy shaded cell in the string.
The same effect happens separately in all strings in the system, for parallel connected strings.
Regardless of being separately to each string, the negative effect from current unbalance from
one string can affect other strings, through interaction with the inverter.
On other hand the hard shade, cause drop in the shaded modules output voltage, with help of
the inverter and bypass diodes, the output current remain the same unless all modules are
affected. The voltage mismatch happens when disparate shade applied to two or more strings
connected in parallel. Voltage mismatch is voltage output difference from two parallel strings
when measured independently. This can have a disturbing effect on the inverter, which sees a
much more complicated and messy curve as it regulates its load, ever seeking the most
optimal output.
The voltage mismatch cannot happen on a single string solar array, as there are not parallel
string connections which make an imbalance.
The current mismatch applied on only one string of modules of a solar array. The inverter
detect the voltage drop on a single string when hard shade casting, then the inverter
immediately regulate, making the drop a non-issue. At least two strings needed to make
voltage mismatch. The two different mismatches effects on the inverter causing any number
of events to be happen. The PV curve of the entire array exists as the series sum of the
modules and the parallel sum of the strings. A shadow shifting over various modules over
time has the effect of continuously changing the PV curve from one smooth peak to more of a
mountain range. ref. [25].

Figure 14: Different shade effect on IV-Curve. ref [25].
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A considerable loss of power output and yearly energy caused by choosing the inverter to
operate outside the optimal output range for long time, because the electronics that follow the
maximum power point can be disorganized, when the PV curve in the inverter change from
the shade. There have been notable progressions in electronics and methods of the inverter,
and developing new technologies in order to pass the produced power problems caused by
shade.
In terms of providing a simple answer to the shade question, the unfortunate conclusion that
the result equations were too complex for a single person to calculate, for that special shade
simulation program (PVSYST) would needed in order to fully mathematically model and
accurate calculations. ref [25].

Solar panel and solar inverter:
Solar panel: E19/320, Utilizing 96 SunPower all-back contact monocrystalline solar cells
which delivers a total panel conversion efficiency of 19.6 %. The 320 panel’s reduced
voltage-temperature coefficient, anti-reflective glass and exceptional low-light performance
attributes provide outstanding energy delivery per peak power watt. E19/320 produce more
power in the same amount of space—up to 50% more than conventional designs and 100%
more than thin film solar panels. ref [26].

Figure 15: E19 / 320 Solar panel technical details. ref [26]
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Solar Inverter:
Transformer less, 3-phase Inverter for grid connected PV power plants (SINVERT 2000 MS
TL) with efficiency ˃ 98% and 1000V system voltage which installed in container. The
(SINVERT 2000 MS TL) has Ethernet interface and longer life time through intelligent
Master-Slave system with best performance ration of PV plant. The rated output power is
2000KW. ref [27].

Figure 16: Technical data SINVERT PV Inverter. ref [27].

Calculation method:
Studying the effect of shadow from wind turbine on solar panels using (PV SYST) solar
simulation program, the following considerations to be part of the calculations:
Project location: The site location Latitude / 55, 22 and longitude 12, 21. The solar path

selected at Copenhagen which is near the site location. The solar simulation variant dates
between 01/01/1990 until 31/12/1990.
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Figure 17: Sun Paths Diagram.

Solar path & site orientation: The figure above shows the sun height relation with azimuth

during different periods of the year.

30֯ Tilt panels: The site orientation would be 30֯ tilt and the site azimuth 43 ֯. Each Coll.
Band width 3.00 meter and the pitch from panel base to another would be 6.60 meters which
result into 20.5֯ shading limit angle and ground area occupation ration A(coll)/ A(ground)=
0.45. All the information above showed on below figures, the unlimited shading on solar
panels figure and shed tilt optimization figure.

Figure 18: Unlimited shading on solar panels at (30֯).
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Figure 19: Shed tilt optimisation At Lillgrund at (30֯).

Shading calculation: The shading graph for Lillgrund farm shows in the figure below, which

explain the shed mutual shading with relation of sun height and azimuth during the year.

Figure 20: Shed Mutual Shading at Lillgrund at (30֯).
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And when calculating the near shading with 30֯ tilt and 43֯ azimuth the compatibility and
system parameter calculate the active area Orient/System equal to 1280763 m² and the active
shading area equal to 1261200 m² which result the following linear (rough) shading factor.

Figure 21: Shading factor table (linear), for the beam component at (30֯).

The Beam shading factor (linear calculation): Iso-shading curves showing in the following
figure, which define the shading losses during year time. Attenuation for diffuse(Shading
factor for diffuse) equal to 0.948 and albedo equal 0.196.

Figure 22: Iso-shading curves (Linear calculation) at (30֯).

The module strings shading factor with 90% fraction for electrical effect give the following.
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Figure 23: Shading factor table according to strings, for the beam component at (30֯).

The beam shading factor (according to strings): Iso-shading curves showing in the following
figure.

Figure 24: Beam shading factor (according to strings): Iso-shading curves at (30֯).

System design & results: The system design of solar plant content 320 Wp 46V
monocrystalline solar panel which Vmpp(60֯C) = 46.9V and Voc(-10֯) = 72.2V and the total
amount of panel equal to 785913. The solar inverter Sinvert 2000 MS TL of 1860 Kw and
operate between 515 – 750 V and the total amount of inverter equal to 125 unites, the
simulation program select 11 module of solar panel in series connection for each string and
total number of strings equal to 71400. The solar simulation variant dates between 01/01/1990
until 31/12/1990.
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Figure 25: Grid system definition at Lillgrund at (30֯).

The power sizing for inverter output distribution and array voltage sizing showing in the
following figure which shows the overload loss equal to 0 % and Pnom ratio equal to 1.08.
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Figure 26: power sizing: Inverter output distribution at (30֯).

When simulate the program the main results of system production were 221508 MWh/yr and
the performance ratio equal to 0.811. The following figure shows the perspective of the PVfield under the wind turbines.
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Figure 27: Perspective of PV-field and surrounding shading scene.

The figure below shows the normalized production and the performance ratio.

Figure 28: Normalized productions and performance ratio at (30֯).

The below figure shows the monthly results for designed solar plant.
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Figure 29: Balances and main results at (30֯).

Below figure shows the loss diagram over the whole year which shows the near shading
factor equal to -8.8%.

Figure 30: Loss diagram over the whole year at (30֯).
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For all the above output from PVSYST simulation program a comparison should place to
compare the power output from solar plant and compare it with wind farm power output. For
more accurate with comparison the average of three years (2011-2012-2013) ref [22].
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2011 Mw/h
23613
40922
30918
2175
24068
16592
22274
20477
28690
37313
25281
50747

2012 Mw/h
39286
33636
29219
23148
23891
23963
17903
15695
33915
31608
30212
35953

2013 Mw/h
31567
18811
33771
25136
23891
24274
13193
17957
19595
30014
32370
42239

3 yr Aveg Mw/h
31488.66667
31123
31302.66667
16819.66667
23950
21609.66667
17790
18043
27400
32978.33333
29287.66667
42979.66667

Table 1: Lillgrund wind production Mw/h. ref [22].

Power production from Lillgrund wind farm would be compared with solar plant power
production as shows in table below.
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total

Wind Avg Mw/h
31488.7
31123
31302.7
16819.7
23950
21609.7
17790
18043
27400
32978.3
29287.7
42979.7
324772.5

Solar El-Grid Mw/h
4062.7
8333.8
15621.8
26582.5
33654.9
31976.7
34224.6
28954.12
18606.34
10845.34
5040.8
2695.5
220599.1

Total Mw/h
35551.4
39456.8
46924.5
43402.2
57604.9
53586.4
52014.6
46997.12
46006.34
43823.64
34328.5
45675.2
Mw/h

Table 2: Wind farm production avarege and solar production at 30֯.

The above table shows the optimum production of integrated plant which provides excellent
production during the year with fewer ripples in power production line and more stability.
The below figure shows the power curved for integrated plants.
The maximum solar plant production during July is 34,224.6 Mw/h while the wind farm
production at July power equal to 17,790 Mw/h that will add 16,434.6 Mw/h to the grid which
almost equal to wind farm production at the same period of time. The minimum produced
power from both plants would be more than 34,329 Mw/h and the maximum produce power
would be 57605 Mw/h, which exceed the transmission system capability. Turn off partial
wind turbine required to reduce the transmitted power.
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The total produced power from wind farm is 324,773 Mw/h and from solar farm is 220,599
Mw/h totally provide 545,372 Mw/h (545,372 Gw/h).
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WindAveg Mw/h
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30000

Total Mw/h

20000
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Figure 31: Power output from integrated power plant at (30֯).

The increase in power production during summer time can be noticed and would fulfils the
wind farm power drop gap, the solar plant production during the day time (8-14 sun hours)
only can produce similar power to wind farm operate for 24 hour on proper wind speed. For
more accurate comparison hourly production data required in order to compare solar
production during day time and wind farm production.

0֯ Tilt panels: The site orientation would be 0֯ tilt and the site azimuth 43 ֯. Band width is
300.00 meter to fill all the area between turbines with solar panels.
When calculating the near shading with 0֯ tilt and 43֯ azimuth the compatibility and system
parameter calculate the active area Orient/System equal to 2,750,000 m² and the active
shading area equal to 2,741,067 m² which result the following linear (rough) shading factor.
Shading calculation: The Beam shading factor (linear calculation): Iso-shading curves, which

define the shading losses during year time. Attenuation for diffuse (Shading factor for diffuse)
equal to 0.995. The beam shading factor (according to strings): Iso-shading curves showing in
the following figure.
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Figure 32: Iso-shading curves (Linear calculation) at (0֯).

The module strings shading factor with 90% fraction for electrical effect give the following.
System design & results: The system design of solar plant content 320 Wp 46V

monocrystalline solar panel which Vmpp(60֯C) = 46.9V and Voc(-10֯) = 72.2V and the total
amount of panel equal to 1,686,377. The solar inverter Sinvert 2000 MS TL of 1860 Kw and
operate between 515 – 750 V and the total amount of inverter equal to 275 unites, the
simulation program select 13 module of solar panel in series connection for each string and
total number of strings equal to 129,300.
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Figure 33:Grid system definition at Lillgrund at (0֯).

When simulate the program the main results of system production were 446,424,495.
MWh/yr and the performance ratio equal to 0.84. The following figure shows the perspective
of the PV-field under the wind turbines.
The figure below shows the normalized production and the performance ratio.
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Figure 34: Normalized productions and performance ratio at (0֯).

The below figure shows the monthly results for designed solar plant.

Figure 35: Balances and main results at (0֯).

Below figure shows the loss diagram over the whole year which shows the near shading
factor equal to -3.1%.
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Figure 36: Loss diagram over the whole year at (0֯).

For all the above output from PVSYST simulation program a comparison should place to
compare the power output from solar plant and compare it with wind farm power output. For
more accurate with comparison the average of three years (2011-2012-2013) ref [22].
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2011 Mw/h
23613
40922
30918
2175
24068
16592
22274
20477
28690
37313
25281
50747

2012 Mw/h
39286
33636
29219
23148
23891
23963
17903
15695
33915
31608
30212
35953

2013 Mw/h
31567
18811
33771
25136
23891
24274
13193
17957
19595
30014
32370
42239

3 yr Aveg Mw/h
31488.66667
31123
31302.66667
16819.66667
23950
21609.66667
17790
18043
27400
32978.33333
29287.66667
42979.66667

Table 3: Lillgrund wind production Mw/h. ref [22].

Power production from Lillgrund wind farm would be compared with solar plant power
production as shows in table below.
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Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total

Wind-Aveg Mw/h
31488.7
31123
31302.7
16819.7
23950
21609.7
17790
18043
27400
32978.3
29287.7
42979.7
324772.5

El-Grid Mw/h
6422.279
14168.568
28881.01
53568.008
72013.232
70528.689
74898.676
59056.836
35417.645
18988.186
8209.685
4271.682
446424.496

Total Mw/h
37910.979
45291.568
60183.71
70387.708
95963.232
92138.389
92688.676
77099.836
62817.645
51966.486
37497.385
47251.382
771196.996

Table 4: Wind farm production average and solar production at (0֯).

The above table shows the optimum production of integrated plant which provides excellent
production during the year with fewer ripples in power production line and more stability.
The below figure shows the power curved for integrated plants.
The maximum solar plant production during July is 74,898.676 Mw/h while the wind farm
production at July power equal to 17,790 Mw/h that will add 57,108.676 Mw/h to the grid
which almost triple production of wind farm production at the same period of time. The
minimum produced power from both plants would be more than 37,497 Mw/h and the
maximum produce power would be 95963 Mw/h, which exceed the transmission system
capability. Turn off partial wind turbine required to reduce the transmitted power.
The total produced power from wind farm is 324,773 Mw/h and from solar farm is 446,425
Mw/h totally provide 771,197 Mw/h (771.179 Gw/h).
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Figure 37: Power output from integrated power plant at(0֯).
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The giant increase in power production during summer time can be noticed and would fulfils
the wind farm power drop gap, the total produced power from 0֯ tilt solar panel more than
required and exceeded the transmission system capacity. For that less number of panels
required with tilt between 30֯-38֯ in order to observe more solar radian and produce more
power. That will decrease the financial cost of the project and better payback time for the
system.
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Examples of daily solar and wind integration at 30֯ tilt solar panel
The next examples of daily comparison between solar and wind production during the season
changing. The daily wind production for Lillgrund wind farm for 2014 ref. [28] and solar
energy production simulated according to solar radiation of the year 1990. It’s important to
mention that this result is example and cannot be generalized, further studies and wider input
data is required to give better image about such integration.
The first comparison: 20th of March when the spring equinox happen.

20-March Spring Equinox
Day Hour S-Production MW
20
1
0
20
2
0
20
3
0
20
4
0
20
5
0
20
6
0
20
7
0
20
8
1.7034
20
9
6.8310674
20
10
29.4232012
20
11
38.2456484
20
12
55.2383203
20
13
68.9559609
20
14
23.5704785
20
15
4.7598906
20
16
8.3575625
20
17
1.1691567
20
18
0
20
19
0
20
20
0
20
21
0
20
22
0
20
23
0
20
24
0
238.2546865

W-Production MW
107.9668
105.5151
100.7339
95.96875
84.657
85.44763
106.1501
91.23365
75.78668
55.15748
57.11285
65.7949
77.63635
94.75973
107.129
92.92532
97.89514
107.7021
107.8863
107.9345
107.9265
107.968
107.9492
107.9554
2257.19238

Total
107.9668
105.5151
100.7339
95.96875
84.657
85.44763
106.1501
92.93705
82.6177474
84.5806812
95.3584984
121.0332203
146.5923109
118.3302085
111.8888906
101.2828825
99.0642967
107.7021
107.8863
107.9345
107.9265
107.968
107.9492
107.9554
2495.447067

Table 5: 20-March Spring Equinox power production comparison.

The figure below shows the solar and wind production with total integrated power at spring
equinox at 20/03/2014 for wind active power production ref. [28] and the solar production at
20/03/1990. It shows the solar production raise the total produced power when the wind
production drop.
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Figure 38: 20-March Spring Equinox power production comparison.

The second comparison: 21st of June when the summer solstice happen.

21-June Summer Solstice
Day Hour S-Production MW
21
1
0
21
2
0
21
3
0
21
4
0
21
5
5.6410947
21
6
17.2216445
21
7
15.9657549
21
8
54.7699648
21
9
53.357957
21
10
47.6197188
21
11
42.2700469
21
12
61.1361445
21
13
129.1415156
21
14
55.2417891
21
15
47.3144219
21
16
43.8659297
21
17
31.0745918
21
18
24.7014727
21
19
12.7809307
21
20
5.3357954
21
21
0
21
22
0
21
23
0
21
24
0
647.438773

W- Production MW
36.94624
29.14875
42.76675
59.39107
58.9423
62.22025
60.60217
58.68799
41.15364
47.26714
51.4476
60.42847
84.72756
97.19635
95.77748
83.98554
58.68771
36.2418
27.93729
23.21276
29.60548
-0.78337
7.245421
12.35012
1165.186511

Total
36.94624
29.14875
42.76675
59.39107
64.5833947
79.4418945
76.5679249
113.4579548
94.511597
94.8868588
93.7176469
121.5646145
213.8690756
152.4381391
143.0919019
127.8514697
89.7623018
60.9432727
40.7182207
28.5485554
29.60548
-0.78337
7.245421
12.35012
1812.625284

Table 6: 21-June Summer solstice power production comparison.
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The figure below shows the solar and wind production with total integrated power at summer
solstice at 21/06/2014 for wind active power production ref. [28] and the solar production at
21/06/1990. It shows the solar production raise the total produced power.

Summer Solstice 21/Jun
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Figure 39: 21-June Summer solstice power production comparison.

The third comparison: 23 of September when the autumn equinox happen.
rd

23-September Autumn Equinox
Day Hour
S-Production MW
23
1
0
23
2
0
23
3
0
23
4
0
23
5
0
23
6
0
23
7
0
23
8
3.6219575
23
9
23.8133301
23
10
22.1827539
23
11
33.8257539
23
12
19.0013984
23
13
25.051873
23
14
17.7316328
23
15
8.034917
23
16
3.628896
23
17
4.5621401
23
18
0
23
19
0

W-Production MW
83.41304
43.71267
30.3742
30.58212
21.64793
14.52951
6.858519
3.15413
0.426016
-0.27023
-0.83692
-0.81124
-0.81242
-0.82088
-0.23543
4.577138
5.125916
17.10232
20.17112

Total
83.41304
43.71267
30.3742
30.58212
21.64793
14.52951
6.858519
6.7760875
24.2393461
21.9125239
32.9888339
18.1901584
24.239453
16.9107528
7.799487
8.206034
9.6880561
17.10232
20.17112
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23
23
23
23
23

20
21
22
23
24

0
0
0
0
0
161.4546527

26.95696
34.59888
52.45959
71.60745
56.61863
520.129019

26.95696
34.59888
52.45959
71.60745
56.61863
681.5836717

Table 7: 23-September Autumn Equinox power production comparison.

The figure below shows the solar and wind production with total integrated power at autumn
equinox at 23/09/2014 for wind active power production ref. [28] and the solar production at
23/09/1990. It shows the solar production raise the total produced power when the wind
production drop.
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Figure 40: 23-September Autumn Equinox power production comparison.

The forth comparison: 21st of December when the winter solstice happen.

21-December Winter Solstice
Day Hour S-Production MW
21
1
0
21
2
0
21
3
0
21
4
0
21
5
0
21
6
0
21
7
0
21
8
0
21
9
0
21
10
2.9801355

W-Production MW
42.05508
23.20799
45.58634
45.77063
58.89438
57.75849
80.54477
75.53158
87.2409
96.63379

Total
42.05508
23.20799
45.58634
45.77063
58.89438
57.75849
80.54477
75.53158
87.2409
99.6139255
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21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

30.5472559
17.5095977
18.2797832
20.4723867
9.8944658
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
99.6836248

93.52222
90.40063
69.90616
64.84601
66.74486
87.42244
77.95589
92.36214
99.87838
100.4362
105.7489
103.9926
106.4923
105.7991
1878.73178

124.0694759
107.9102277
88.1859432
85.3183967
76.6393258
87.42244
77.95589
92.36214
99.87838
100.4362
105.7489
103.9926
106.4923
105.7991
1978.415405

Table 8: 21-December Winter solstice power production comparison.

The figure below shows the solar and wind production with total integrated power at winter
solstice at 21/12/2014 for wind active power production ref. [28] and the solar production at
21/12/1990. It shows very low solar production.
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Figure 41: 21-December Winter solstice power production comparison.
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Consideration and discussion
Lillgrund power plant located at salt sea and for that special requirement shall be take into
account:
1. Frameless solar panels to avoid corrosion of material due to salt water effect, panels would be
coated with special offshore coating protective material.
2. High-density polyethylene structure with fixed angel to fit the solar panels.
3. Solid base between turbines stand over concrete pillar. Select proper bases: the base would be
concrete with pilling installation due to low water depth. More study to be done by civil
engineer specialized in off shore foundation to design such foundation and base.
The suggested types of foundation are:
a.
b.
c.
4.

Floating base made of hard polyethylene.
Concrete base with fixed foundation.
Floating base with damper on edges to slow down the foundation vibration.
Solar inverter to be installed next to wind turbine base in order to connect the cables to the
main wind turbine cables.

5. The connection between solar convertors and transformers: the connection to transformers
would be throw switchgear which located in solar inverter to synchronize the power from
wind turbine and solar panels and controlled the loads with smart controller. (Specialized to
design the connection).
6. Smart controller: wind farm controlled by SCADA system and solar panel would be
connected to the same system to control the production from both renewable sources.
(Specialized to design the SCADA control).
7. The maintenance: considering the maintenance procedures with manoeuvring and anchoring
for service vessels and keep enough area for vessel to reach all turbines.
8. The cable capability to transform power, for more accurate calculation hourly production
calculation required in order to compare the results. (More study required in this part).
9. The project disadvantage: environmental effect on sea life caused by the foundation and sun
light block under the solar bases.
10. It’s important to mention that this result from (Examples of daily solar and wind integration at
30֯ tilt solar panel) is example and cannot be generalized, further studies and wider input data
is required to give better image about such integration.
11. The meteorological data input in PV-SYST for the year 1990 is available by default in the
program and using more recent data requires knowledge in meteorological soft wear.
All materials shall comply with environment condition and requirements and for that
specialist person opinion required for selecting proper materials.
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PV-SYST program simulate static shade, that mean the turbine blade are fixed during
simulation and the shadow effect on solar panel would be less effective when turbine blades
rotate because of the partial shadow. That means PV SYST program calculate the worst
shadow case when turbines are stopped.

Results and conclusions:
1. Increase the stability of power production during summer time and other fluctuations in
maintenance shutdowns.
2. Increasing the total produced power around the year.
3. Utilize the investment in power transmission components to carry higher energy productions
with minimum extra costs.
4. Increase the wind farm life and lower the maintenance cost when shutdown the wind turbine
during the summer time.
5. The near shading factor for 0֯ tilt solar panel systems are less than 30֯ tilt solar panel system
because of the massive area size of 0֯ tilt solar panels which result the shading factor equal to 3.1%.
The maximum solar plant production during July is 34,224.6 Mw/h at 30֯ tilt while the wind
farm production at July equal to 17,790 Mw/h that will add 16,434.6 Mw/h to the grid which
almost equal to wind farm production at the same period of time. The minimum produced
power during the year from both plants would be 34,329 Mw/h and the maximum produce
power during the year would be 57,605 Mw/h, which exceed the transmission system
capability. Turn of partial wind turbine required to reduce the transmitted power.
The total produced power from wind farm is 324,773 Mw/h per year and from solar farm is
220,599 Mw/h at 30֯ tilt per year and totally provide 545,372 Mw/h (545,372 Gw/h) per year.
The results from zero tilt degree were neglected because of high produced power, the total
power produced couldn’t transmitted through power lines. Also the financial cost for zero tilt
option would be very high for the huge number of solar panels and the power lost due to low
tilt angel. The high financial cost and power lost result into long payback time. For that the
best option is to go with 30 degree tilt solar power plant as its show better results.
The outcomes are indicative value and more research is needed for different types of different
PV panels with different tilt angels. The installation angles and different consumption power
values for more durable observation period. The grid-connected wind – PV panels’ solution
could include controllable consumer, such as heat accumulator, though that will increase the
payback period.
For more accurate calculation hourly production from wind turbines needed in order to
compare with solar farm production at the same period of time.
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Also the researcher used part of the available area with consider of leaving enough area for
vessel manoeuvring and anchoring , if the area increase then the solar panels number increase
also and result increasing total produced power.
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